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Caution, these slides may be 
edited before I give the talk, but 
in large part this content is what 
you will see me presenting at 
the meeting. Thanks!



@Prof_TimStick’s Rad Onc Naughty list

• Using fixed mA because you are afraid of changing CT number
• Not using CT contrast agents
• If you are using contrast agents, using fixed time delays or 

fixed contrast bolus amounts
• Believing CT number can be trusted at fixed kV…



@Prof_TimStick says out of Reconstruction 
Kernel, Beam energy, Bowtie filter size and 
composition, and  Patient positioning within the 
gantry, beam energy will have the biggest affect 
on CT number

I want you to 
get your SAM 

question 
correct

Chapter 9 “Beam Energy, CT Number, and Dual Energy CT”. The CT Handbook: Optimizing 
Protocols for Today’s Feature-Rich Scanners. Medical Physics Publishing 2020.



@Prof_TimStick says if you don’t want to worry 
about beam energy being changed by your CT 
scanner, turn off your scanner’s automatic 
beam energy selection AEC (CarekV, KVAssist, 
SurekV)

I want you to 
get your SAM 

question 
correct

Chapter 7 Automatic Exposure Control. The CT Handbook: Optimizing Protocols 
for Today’s Feature-Rich Scanners. Medical Physics Publishing 2020.



outline

• CT Number 101
• AEC in CT
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What is CT number?



CT scan of an extremely fit 27 year old male, current Associate Professor of Radiology

• Pixels represent attenuation
• Places with low attenuation are 

dark
• Places with high attenuation are 

bright 



Air is bad at stopping x-rays, so it 
gets a low attenuation value and 
a corresponding low HU number

CT scan of an extremely fit 27 year old male, current Associate Professor of Radiology

Oral contrast is good at stopping 
x-rays, so it gets a high 

attenuation value and a 
corresponding high HU number



Liver ~ 100 HU

vertebral body ~ 220 HU
Cortical bone ~500 HU

Oral contrast ~ 200 HU

Muscle ~ 70 HU

Air ~ -1000 HU

fat ~ -70 HU

CT scan of an extremely fit 27 year old male, current Associate Professor of Radiology



HU =
𝜇𝜇 − 𝜇𝜇𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤
𝜇𝜇𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤

∗ 1000𝜇𝜇

“The CT Handbook: Optimizing Protocols for Today’s feature-rich scanners” By Tim Szczykutowicz. Medical Physics Publishing 2020

This makes little 
changes into big 

changes

This makes HU tell us how 
attenuating something is 

relative to water
(c

m
-1

)



CT number changes with vendor



Mackin, Dennis, et al. "Measuring CT scanner variability of radiomics features." Investigative radiology 50.11 
(2015): 757.

Difference 
between 

Toshiba and 
Siemens 

extremes was 
~ 40 HU!!!!

Difference 
between 

Toshiba and 
Siemens 

extremes was 
~ 40 HU!!!!



GE 

Siemens 
Lamba, Ramit, et al. "CT Hounsfield numbers of soft tissues on unenhanced abdominal CT scans: variability between two 
different manufacturers’ MDCT scanners." American Journal of Roentgenology 203.5 (2014): 1013-1020.



Lamba, Ramit, et al. "CT Hounsfield numbers of soft tissues on unenhanced abdominal CT scans: variability between two different 
manufacturers’ MDCT scanners." American Journal of Roentgenology 203.5 (2014): 1013-1020.



CT number changes with kV



HU =
𝜇𝜇 − 𝜇𝜇𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤
𝜇𝜇𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤

∗ 1000

μ 𝐸𝐸 = 𝑘𝑘1 ∗ 𝑃𝑃𝐸𝐸 𝐸𝐸 + 𝑘𝑘2 ∗ 𝐶𝐶𝐸𝐸 𝐸𝐸

• We normalize attenuation coefficient to that of water
• This does not take away energy dependence of CT 

number!

Photoelectric effect 
depends on energy

Compton Effect 
depends on energy



“The CT Handbook: Optimizing Protocols for Today’s feature-rich scanners” By Tim Szczykutowicz. Medical Physics Publishing 2020

Stuff with fat in 
it increases HU 
with increasing 

kV

Most other 
materials 

decrease HU 
with kV



“The CT Handbook: Optimizing Protocols for Today’s feature-rich scanners” By Tim Szczykutowicz. Medical Physics Publishing 2020

As kV increases
CT # drops for 

Iodine

80 kV

100 kV

120 kV

140 kV



CT number changes with keV



Forghani, Reza, et al. "Dual-energy CT characteristics of parathyroid adenomas on 25-and 55-second 4D-
CT acquisitions: preliminary experience." Journal of computer assisted tomography 40.5 (2016): 806-814.

• HU changes with keV
• At some keV HU overlap, at others 

they do not!
• Whenever you are reading a 

monochromatic dual energy/spectral 
image, you are reading HU that will 
depend on keV!!!



CT number changes with position



Even on 
the same 
scanner, 

just moving 
the patient 
up/down 

changes CT 
number!

Highlight key

5-9 HU change
10-19 change
>=20 change

Szczykutowicz, Timothy P., Andrew DuPlissis, and Perry J. Pickhardt. "Variation in CT number and image noise uniformity 
according to patient positioning in MDCT." American Journal of Roentgenology 208.5 (2017): 1064-1072.



So my ROI has a high SD, can I trust 
it…?



Can we trust a 
measurement 

where the noise 
is almost equal 
to the mean…?



“The CT Handbook: Optimizing Protocols for Today’s feature-rich scanners” By Tim Szczykutowicz. Medical Physics Publishing 2020

Over ~16 mm2 our 
uncertainty goes 
down to ~4 HU

Ideal value is 20 HU

Don’t get confused here by the 
difference between the 

standard error, which is a  
measure of the variation in  

sample mean, and the standard 
deviation, which when 

measured inside an ROI on a 
PACS system is reporting the 

pixel-to-pixel variation of  
measurements within an ROI.



I changed reconstruction 
filter/kernel…. Does that mean I can’t 
trust ROI measurements?



Lung kernel

Soft tissue 
kernel



Lung kernel

Soft tissue 
kernel



Changing kernel will 
change noise, 

spatial resolution, 
noise texture, and 
possible introduce 
edge enhancement



Changing kernel 
therefore only 

changes CT number 
for really small 

things…things that 
get blurred totally 
away in small ROI 
measurements.



So even thought 
lower resolution 

kernel blurs edges, 
mean CT number 
over region not 

changed!

Low resolution 
kernel

high resolution 
kernel





@Prof_TimStick’s Actionable information

• Don’t trust CT number when scanners change
• Don’t trust CT number when kV changes
• Don’t trust CT number when position changes
• ROI noise equal to the mean…don’t worry, you can usually 

trust the measurement
• Changing reconstruction kernel/filter doesn’t change CT 

number



outline

• CT Number 101
• AEC in CT



I don’t need AEC, all my images look 
fine. Maybe a few bariatrics are 
noisy. 



I don’t need AEC, all my images look 
fine. Maybe a few bariatrics are 
noisy. 

Well, noise will double in 
your patients with every 8 

cm they grow in diameter, or 
over a single scan if you use 

constant mA! 



I don’t need AEC, all my images look 
fine. Maybe a few bariatrics are 
noisy. 

Well, noise will double in 
your patients with every 8 

cm they grow in diameter, or 
over a single scan if you use 

constant mA! 

So if you are “getting away” 
with a single mA, then 100% 
guaranteed you are making 
pretty pictures for smaller 
patients in excess of what 

you need



• All Vendor’s AEC systems operate like this

AEC target 
mAs/noise

Importance 
of Iodine in 
the exam

Estimate of 
patient size 
(CT localizer 
radiograph)

Black box

mA(z,theta)

kV

Z axis mA modulation
angular mA modulation



At this level we are 
just about to hit our 
mA max, noise still 

reasonable

At this level we have 
hit our mA max, noise 

increases a lot!

“The CT Handbook: Optimizing Protocols for Today’s feature-rich scanners” 
By Tim Szczykutowicz. Medical Physics Publishing 2020



• You will find that mA limits are  reached 
– Within a single patient exam

– Over a certain patient size 



Two scanners shown here, 
one is having issues 

maxing out, one is minning
out

Maxxing out
Minning out



• For what patient sizes will your protocol hit an mA limit?
– We can answer by looking over CTDIvol data as a function of patient 

size and looking for “flat spots”
• But this is using a trial and error approach, can we do this prospectively? 

Is my AEC actually going to work as I have it set up?



• Providing constant image noise/quality means you have to off-set the Beer-
Lambert law of exponential x-ray attenuation as a function of patient size.
– GE AEC operates like this (rule of thumb, every 4 cm of soft tissue 

increase  dose doubling)

Overview of  AEC in MDCT

8 cm Double 
CTDIvol



• Providing constant dose means you have to scale scanner output to give a 
patient a constant ratio of energy/mass (i.e. dose).
– I don’t think any vendor does this
– This would be like setting your AEC according to the normalized dose 

curve shown in AAPM Reports 204/220

Overview of  AEC in MDCT

NDC = 3.7 ∗ 𝑒𝑒−0.0367𝑥𝑥

Interesting side note, if 
we changed dose by 

NDC prescription, 
images would get noisy 
faster as a function of 

patient size w.r.t. 
vendor AEC systemsHVL of 

~18 cm



“The CT Handbook: Optimizing Protocols for Today’s feature-rich scanners” 
By Tim Szczykutowicz. Medical Physics Publishing 2020



“The CT Handbook: Optimizing Protocols for Today’s feature-rich scanners” 
By Tim Szczykutowicz. Medical Physics Publishing 2020



@Prof_TimStick’s Actionable information
• Not all CT makes and models have the same AEC behavior, 

characterize your specific scanner
• Use historical patient data (plots of CTDIvol versus pt size)
• Use various sized phantoms

• mA plateaus are bad
• Over entire patient size ranges
• Within a single patient’s scan



Okay okay okay, I’ll use AEC. What 
about when I use IV contrast? 



If every ones gets 
125 mls…big 

people see less 
enhancement





• Typical IV contrast prescription. Most sites around the world 
will have increases in I contrast with weight. 

Example CTPA (PE) 
contrast prescription

Example routine 
parenchymal phase torso 

contrast prescription



• Just due to beam 
hardening, we see a 
HUGE reduction in CT 
number with increasing 
patient size
– -5 HU per cm of WED!

Parameterizing Size-Based Variations in CT Number
AAPM ePoster Library. Rose S. 07/12/20; 302594; BReP-
SNAP-I-36 Topic: Multi-detector CT



Special 
considerations for 

large patients
Contrast 

down from 
less I 

density

Contrast down 
from beam 
hardening

CNR down from 
vendor increasing 

noise via AEC

Contrast 
down from 

kV up



@Prof_TimStick’s Actionable information
• Since we cannot change kV in rad onc, consider increasing IV 

contrast for larger patients and decreasing it for smaller patients
• If you cannot change kV or IV contrast volumes, consider using 

AEC quality targets to account for patient size
• Decrease noise for larger patients



Thank You.

Feel free to contact me at 
tszczykutowicz@uwhealth.org

(at this AAPM meeting, we have 
a symposium with 2 radiologists 
and a CT tech later today, attend 
for more CT knowledge!)

mailto:tszczykutowicz@uwhealth.org
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